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The present study reports preliminary findings from a project on consumers alternative dietary choices. It takes a narrative approach to

explore how consumer make sense of their decision to reject official nutrition recommendations, and why they choose to follow a diet

not generally accepted as healthy.
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1108 / Working Papers

16.  Ironic Effects of Food Commercials: When More Food-Related Mental Images Make 
You Eat Less

Carolina Werle, Grenoble École de Management, France
Mia Birau, Grenoble École de Management, France

Food ads allowing imagining high-caloric foods consumption may increase feelings of fatness, characterizing the thought-shape fusion 
(TSF) phenomenon. Study 1 shows that a food advertisement inducing TSF increases food restriction intentions. Study 2 explores the TSF 
mechanism and shows that a high imagery-evoking food advertisement reduces subsequent food consumption.

17.  Consumers’ Alternative Dietary Lifestyles – A Narrative Approach
Anniina Luukkonen, Aalto University, Finland

Ilona Mikkonen, Aalto University, Finland
Elina Koivisto, Aalto University, Finland

The present study reports preliminary findings from a project on consumers’ alternative dietary choices. It takes a narrative approach to 
explore how consumers make sense of their decision to reject official nutrition recommendations, and why they choose to follow a diet not 
generally accepted as healthy.

18.  Happy Fat or Staying Thin? Evolutionary Motives Underlying Consumer Food Choice
Rob Richerson, University of Kentucky, USA

Blair Kidwell, Ohio State University, USA
Virginie Lopez-Kidwell, University of Kentucky, USA

We propose a new perspective for understanding healthy eating that explores social factors and the underlying evolutionary motives that 
influence eating behaviors. Specifically, we explore how evolutionary motives for affiliation in social groups and mate retention in personal 
relationships drive consumers to match the unhealthy or healthy eating styles of others.

19.  Food in Motion
Michael Giblin, University at Buffalo, USA

Aner Tal, Cornell University, USA
Brian Wansink, Cornell University, USA

The current research examines the implications of product motion on consumer evaluations of attributes such as weight and overall ap-
peal. We argue and demonstrate that a product shown moving will be evaluated more favorably. These effects might be due to associations 
of freshness with movement.

20.  Oh Dear, I’m So Confused: Cognitive and Affective Coping Strategies to Deal with 
Consumer Confusion in the Food Market

Inga Wobker, Zeppelin University, Germany
Peter Kenning, Zeppelin University, Germany

In complex markets, poorly-informed consumers use different strategies to reduce information asymmetries. They may use cognitive 
mechanisms such as screening to acquire information and affective mechanisms such as trust for complexity reduction. This paper presents 
an analysis of these strategies in food distribution. Results suggest consumers with affective strategies use less cognitive coping.

21.  It’s Not Just Numbers: Nutrition Information Disclosure is Perceived as a Social 
Identity Threat by French Consumers

Pierrick Gomez, Reims Management School and Université Paris Dauphine, France

This research examines whether nutrition information disclosure can threaten the national identity of French consumers. Results of an 
experiment reveal that nutrition information disclosure impairs information processing of participants for whom French identity is made salient. 
Two additional experiments will investigate the influence of social identity threat induced by nutrition information disclosure on dietary choices.


